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This volume examines the theory of fractional Brownian motion and other long-memory processes. Interesting topics for PhD students and specialists in probability theory, stochastic analysis and financial mathematics demonstrate the modern level of this field. It proves that the market with stock guided by the mixed model is arbitrage-free without any restriction on the dependence of the components and deduces different forms of the Black-Scholes equation for fractional
market.
MyITCertificationlabs should be used in an instructor led classroom environment and are not intended for individual self-study myITcertificationlabs: CISSP is an easy-to-use exam preparation engine that tests your readiness and teaches you what you need to know to achieve (ISC)2's globally recognized CISSP credential. This web-based service has a comprehensive database of more than 500 exam questions. CISSP MyLab tests you on each exam objective, provides you with a
customized learning plan complete with feedback on areas where you need further study, and then directs you to video instruction to help you fill in gaps in your knowledge. Resources from the popular CISSP Exam Cram, Second Edition, as well as instructional videos taken from instructor Shon Harris's legendary five-day boot camps, provide all the instruction you need to prepare for the CISSP exam. Once you've assessed your readiness and completed additional instruction,
you can re-test your knowledge to ensure that you are ready for the exam and on your way to giving your IT career a boost!
The most comprehensive way to master Adobe Illustrator CS3.
Atmospheric Boundary Layers
Börsenblatt
Long Way Home
Appity Slap
CCIE Routing and Switching Exam Certification Guide

Combining science, history, and culture, explores every aspect of human anatomy from ancient body art to modern plastic surgery, discussing why some people are left-handed and why some cultures think the soul resides in the liver.
OGT Exit Level Writing provides real examples of student writing on tests similar to the Ohio Graduation Test for practice. Students create their own methods of evaluation for their writing and learn valuable tips on how to write compositions for all testing situations. This book is suitable for students in all states who will take writing tests as part of academic requirements.
This volume examines the EU’s changing educational context and its challenges. Based on an extensive survey of more than 2000 European Studies courses in 30 European countries, it maps and analyses the features of teaching methodologies as they emerge from both disciplinary as well as interdisciplinary curricula. It presents a series of case studies on some of the most-used innovative teaching tools emerging in the field such as simulation games, elearning, problem based learning, blended learning, and learning through the use of social networks. Based on the contributors’ own experiences and academic research, the book examines both strengths and possible pitfalls of these increasingly popular methods. The book’s critical approach will inspire educators and scholars committed to improving the teaching methods and tools in the area of European Studies and other programmes of higher
education facing similar challenges.
Maintenance Logbook
Cocoa Design Patterns
Building Storage Networks
MicroRNA Interference Technologies
Unconditional Self-Love

“Next time some kid shows up at my door asking for a code review, this is the book that I am going to throw at him.” –Aaron Hillegass, founder of Big Nerd Ranch, Inc., and author of Cocoa Programming for Mac OS X Unlocking the Secrets of Cocoa and Its Object-Oriented Frameworks Mac and iPhone developers are often overwhelmed by the breadth and sophistication of the Cocoa frameworks.
Although Cocoa is indeed huge, once you understand the object-oriented patterns it uses, you’ll find it remarkably elegant, consistent, and simple. Cocoa Design Patterns begins with the mother of all patterns: the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern, which is central to all Mac and iPhone development. Encouraged, and in some cases enforced by Apple’s tools, it’s important to have a firm grasp of
MVC right from the start. The book’s midsection is a catalog of the essential design patterns you’ll encounter in Cocoa, including Fundamental patterns, such as enumerators, accessors, and two-stage creation Patterns that empower, such as singleton, delegates, and the responder chain Patterns that hide complexity, including bundles, class clusters, proxies and forwarding, and controllers And that’s
not all of them! Cocoa Design Patterns painstakingly isolates 28 design patterns, accompanied with real-world examples and sample code you can apply to your applications today. The book wraps up with coverage of Core Data models, AppKit views, and a chapter on Bindings and Controllers. Cocoa Design Patterns clearly defines the problems each pattern solves with a foundation in Objective-C and
the Cocoa frameworks and can be used by any Mac or iPhone developer.
LONG WAY HOME: Lena Corello is coming of age; she and her immigrant parents who work in Lawrence, Massachusetts, are faced with constant financial struggle. Lena has strict rules she is bound to, but realizes her own musical dream calls for brave decisions. This leads her to many adventures she loves, but, sadly, her parents cause a harmful gap between them. Surprisingly, from out of the past, an
itinerant musician brings her true love in the midst of a once in a lifetime opportunity. She discovers her realized dream also cause loneliness and heartache. Life is shaped from the choices we make and Lena must make hers.
Harnessing the wind can be a tricky business, but in this ground-breaking book the authors provide step-by-step, illustrated instructions for building a wind generator in a home workshop and then installing it in an off-grid home electrical system. Even if you don't plan on building your own turbine, this book is packed with valuable information for anyone considering wind energy. It covers the basic
physics of how the energy in moving air is turned into electricity, and most importantly, it will give you a realistic idea of what wind energy can do for you--and what it can't.
What It Is, Why It's Important, and How to Nurture It in Your Life
Red Hat Fedora Core 6 Unleashed
A Hands-on Guide to Harnessing the Wind
Nanodevices and Nanomaterials for Ecological Security
Biomedical Signal and Image Processing
In an age of skepticism and disenchantment, people long for something that satisfies our mind's search for truth and our heart's desire for beauty and meaning. Stand Firm: Apologetics and the Brilliance of the Gospel argues that the gospel satisfies both of these needs. It is true and rational, but it is also inherently
attractive and provides meaning and purpose. In short, the gospel is brilliant. It is brilliant, in one sense, because of the broad variety of evidences for its truth. But it is also brilliant given its beauty, goodness and the meaningful life it offers. The book provides up to date responses to questions about the existence of God,
the reliability of the Bible, Jesus and the resurrection, and the problem of evil. It also treats unique topics such as understanding truth, knowledge and faith, the claims of alternate faiths, religious disagreement, etc. Each chapter attempts to connect these considerations with the gospel so that we may stand firm in our
faith.
"Develop and design successful storage systems using this in-depth resource, now in a completely revised second edition. Covering everything from basic fundamentals - such as I/O components and file systems to emerging topics such as i-SCSI and DAFS - this book delivers the background information and technical knowhow to implement large-capacity, high-availability storage networks throughout your enterprise. Filled with diagrams and easy-to-understand explanations, this book will help you identify and apply network storage technology to best meet the needs of your organization."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Shoebox sized and smaller, small form factor PCs can pack as much computing muscle as anything from a PDA to a full-sized desktop computer. They consume less power, have few or no moving parts, and are very quiet. Whether you plan to use one as a standalone PC or want to embed it in your next hacking project, a
small form factor PC may be the next thing you build. Small Form Factor PCs is the only book available that shows you how to build small form factor PCs -- from kits and from scratch -- that are more interesting and more personalized than what a full-sized PC can give you. Included in the book are projects for building
personal video recorders, versatile wireless access points, digital audio jukeboxes, portable firewalls, and much more. This book shows you how to build eight different systems, from the shoebox-sized Shuttle system down to the stick-of-gum sized gumstix. With thorough illustrations and step-by-step instructions, Small
Form Factor PCs makes it easy for anyone who wants to get started building these tiny systems. Small form factor computing is taking off, and this guide is an absolute must for anyone who wants to get in on the launch.
Teaching and Learning the European Union
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Make Projects
Website Boosting
Extending the Dance in Infant and Toddler Caregiving
This book is designed for managers and entrepreneurs, who are considering improving the economics and flexibility of their IT solutions and infrastructures. The book is also for readers who wish to learn more about the Cloud, but do not want to become specialists.This book discusses the technical, legal, fiscal, economic, organisational and environmental aspects of
Cloud services. If you are looking for practical advice on vendor selection and certification, as well as real world Cloud project case studies, this is the book to consult.It is the result of a highly cooperative project conducted by six master editors, and 50 authors from 11 countries. The people involved were lawyers, tax consultants, engineers, economists, IT consultants,
and a number of others responsible for reviews and quality assurance. The Master Editors were: AKENINE Daniel, ASMA Jorg, GERED Arpad, PAULY Michael, TRAVNICEK Reinhard."This book helped me in a very short time to gain an overview of the opportunities and risks of cloud computing, and to clarify some important questions up front."Stefan Wagenhofer (CEO,
Gas Connect Austria)TECHNOLOGYOperational ModelsService modelsPreconditionsSECURITYRisk managementForensicsSecure AccessLAWData ProtectionComplianceContractual recommendationsCONTROLAccounting DutiesTaxVAT questionsPROCESSESPlanningMigrationAuditingBUSINESSCloud StrategyBusiness ModelsImpactPRACTICAL PARTCloud
CertificationElements of the ContractCase StudiesThe Author: Dr. Tobias Hollwarth is an economist with more than 20 years of experience as an enterprise consultant, specialising in IT projects.In this role he supp
MicroRNAs (miRNAs), endogenous noncoding regulatory mRNAs of around 22-nucleotides long, have rapidly emerged as one of the key governors of the gene expression regulatory program in cells of varying species, with ever-increasing implications in the control of the fundamental biological processes and in the pathogenesis of adult humans. The exciting findings
in this field have inspired us with a premise and a promise that miRNAs will ultimately be taken to the heart for therapy of human disease. While miRNAs have been considered potential therapeutic targets for disease treatment, it remains obscured what strategies we can use to achieve the goal. In the past years, we have witnessed a rapid evolving of many creative,
innovative, inventive strategies and methodologies pertinent to miRNA research and applications. These technologies have convincingly demonstrated their efficacy and reliability in producing gain-of-function or loss-of-function of miRNAs through targeting miRNA expression/biogenesis/function, providing new tools for elucidating miRNA functions and opening up a
new avenue for the development of new agents targeting miRNAs for therapeutic aims. The present book provides comprehensive descriptions of these technologies and their applications to miRNA research and to new drug design for miRNA-related diseases. It starts with an overview of up-to-date knowledge of miRNA biology and the potential of miRNAs as
therapeutic targets for human disease, followed by an introduction of the new concept of miRNA interference (miRNAi) and the perspectives of miRNAi technologies in general terms. In the following, each chapter introduces one of the miRNAi technologies with detailed descriptions of state-of-the-art design, procedures, principles and applications to basic research, R
and D and clinical therapy.
This book examines the principles and applications of biomedical imaging and signals processing as well as the advances of multimodal imaging and multi-feature quantification for disease diagnosis and treatments in ophthalmology, stroke, chemotherapy, and neurology. Chapters cover such topics as image segmentation and registration, feature selection for
classification, micro-texture characterization, simulation of tissue deformation, and high-level statistical analyses. The chapters also discuss different imaging modalities including MRI and EEG, confocal microscopy, and molecular imaging for improving the accuracy of disease detection via higher spatiotemporal resolution and better illustration. Overall, the book
provides a comprehensive review of biomedical imaging and signal processing, informing readers with current and insightful knowledge in these fields.
Data Structures
Stand Firm
Reference Handbook
No One Gives a Shit about Your Brand
MindMapping mit Mindjet MindManager 8

Continuing with the tradition of offering the most comprehensive coverage of Red Hat Linux on the market, Fedora Core 6 Unleashed includes new and additional material based on the latest release of Red Hat's Fedora Core Linux distribution. Incorporating an advanced approach to presenting information about Fedora, the book aims to
provide the best and latest information that intermediate to advanced Linux users need to know about installation, configuration, system administration, server operations, and security. Fedora Core 6 Unleashed thoroughly covers all of Fedora's software packages, including up-to-date material on new applications, Web development,
peripherals, and programming languages. It also includes updated discussion of the architecture of the Linux kernel, USB, KDE, GNOME, Broadband access issues, routing, gateways, firewalls, disk tuning, GCC, Perl, Python, printing services (CUPS), wireless support, international support (Unicode 5.0 support), Java programs support
(Eclipse), and security.
After watching brands fail, give-up, and fade away for years...this book helps entrepreneurs believe in themselves. Take your business branding development to the next level with this how-to guide for success. The chapters include worksheets that will help you develop and organize your branding architecture. Go over what makes your brand
special, who is interested, what makes your logo memorable, how you can use social media, and some marketing and publicity ideas. This book is here to tell you what no one else will. You most likely are failing at what you do, so it's a good thing you purchased this book. Get ready to work! WHEN NO ONE GIVES A SHIT, you need an
educational workbook for your brand!
A coverage of the Transputer Development System (TDS), an integrated programming environment which facilitates the programmming of transputer networks in OCCAM. The book explains transputer architecture and the OCCAM programming model and incorporates a TDS user guide and reference manual.
Cloud Migration
Homebrew Wind Power
Cocoa Programming for Mac OS X
Visual Basic for DOS
Adobe Illustrator CS3
Accountability is a hot issue in business as organizations face the toughest recession in years. Yet the notion of accountability is confused with punishment, fault, blame and guilt. Accountability expert Linda Galindo has created a program for building a mindset for
personal accountability and responsibility for organizational results. The Accountability Experience training program outlines a 3-step process that leads from accepting responsibility to self-empowerment to take personal action and finally to answering for the outcome
through accountability. The Participant Workbook takes the participant through the exercises to understand and master the personal accountability process.
This reference book, now in its fourth edition, offers a comprehensive introduction to electrical engineering design with EPLAN Electric P8. Based on Version 2.5 of EPLAN Electric P8, this handbook gives you an introduction to the system basics before going into the range
of functions offered by EPLAN Electric P8. This book covers topics such as project settings and various user settings, the graphical editor (GED), using navigators, creating reports, parts management, message management, revision management, importing and exporting project
data, printing, data backup, editing master data and importing old EPLAN data. It also covers add-ons such as the EPLAN Data Portal. Numerous examples show you the many ways you can use EPLAN Electric P8 and give you ideas of how to best solve everyday tasks. Practical
information, such as a step-by-step procedure for creating schematic projects and a chapter with FAQs, is also included. New topics covering Version 2.5 have also been added to this edition such as enhanced terminal functionality, improved structure management, user
configurable properties as well as new reporting capabilities. The creation, management and use of macro projects is also covered in this book. The examples used in the book are available online as an EPLAN Electric P8 project.
This book is devoted to a wide range of problems concerning applications of nanomaterials and nanodevices as effective solutions to modern ecological problems. Leading experts in nanoscience and nanotechnology present the key theoretical, experimental and implementation
issues related to the creation and utilization of novel nanoscale devices to help ensure ecological security. The authors discuss appropriate nanotechnologies for minimizing various types of risk: to human life, technogenic risk, or indeed terrorist threats. Particular
emphasis is placed on defining and studying the required materials properties, and – in the field – on nanoscale devices for sensors and monitoring.
Blue
Stochastic Calculus for Fractional Brownian Motion and Related Processes
Traditional and Innovative Methods
CISSP
Adobe Acrobat X Classroom in a Book
Provides step-by-step instructions for learning Cocoa, discussing such topics as Objective-C, controls, helper objects, archiving, Nib files and NSWindowController, and creating interface builder palettes.
Equipment maintenance logbook repairs and maintenance record book.
Light and lighting are essential for a well taken photograph. This may sound simple, but it’s what the true art of photography is all about. A photographer’s skill in handling the light and getting stunning results is especially important when it comes to people and portrait photography.
Small Form Factor PCs
Go Ahead
Nature, Theory, and Application to Environmental Modelling and Security
Jerusalem, Egypt, Palestine, Syria
Anatomies: A Cultural History of the Human Body

World's best-selling book on Adobe Acrobat - now fully revised for version X * *Comprehensive, project-based lessons teach key concepts for creating and delivering high-impact communications with Adobe Acrobat X. *All-updated lessons demonstrate new features, including the new Action Wizard, customized PDF Portfolios, and more *Official training series from
Adobe Systems Inc., developed with the support of Adobe product experts. Adobe Acrobat X Classroom in a Book is the most thorough and comprehensive way for creative professionals and business users to learn how to deliver high-impact communications with next-generation Adobe Acrobat X. Each chapter in this step-by-step, project-based guide contains a
project that builds on your growing knowledge of the program, while end-of-chapter review questions reinforce each lesson. This cross-platform (Mac and Windows) book shows you how to create high-quality PDF documents and fillable forms, combine a wide variety of content into rich media portfolios, collaborate effectively through electronic reviews, easily share your
work across multiple platforms and devices, and speed up your production and business task workflow with Acrobat X. In this new version you'll learn how to automate multistep tasks with Action Wizard, streamline document reviews (and include Adobe Reader users), create interactive forms and track responses within Acrobat, create PDF Portfolios and customize
them with all-new layouts and color palettes, remove sensitive information with redaction tools, incorporate audio and video into rich media PDFs, search and reuse scanned content with improved optical character recognition (OCR), compare PDF files to avoid version control issues, fix documents to comply with PDF standards, make documents accessible to people
with disabilities, share secured files online with Acrobat.com services, and much more.
This is the only official Cisco Systems-endorsed study guide for the CCIE Routing and Switching exam. The CD-ROM customizable test engine contains unique practice questions and a full electronic version of the text.
Tulloch provides A-Z detail about Microsoft networking technologies with the accuracy and expertise of those who know these products best-Microsoft itself. Along with critical coverage of Microsoft Windows NT(r) and BackOffice(r) resources, this reference also enumerates third-party products and general networking terminology-providing comprehensive networkrelated information for all IT professionals.
EPLAN Electric P8
Transputer Development System
Abstration and Design Using Java
OGT Writing
Microsoft Encyclopedia of Networking
Offers professional caregivers and teachers strategies for building relationship-based early childhood education programs in order to promote the emotional, physical, and cognitive health of young children.
This volume presents peer-reviewed papers from the NATO Advanced Research Workshop on Atmospheric Boundary Layers held in April 2006. The papers are divided into thematic sessions: nature and theory of turbulent boundary layers; boundary-layer flows: modeling and applications to environmental security; nature, theory and
modeling of boundary-layer flows; air flows within and above urban and other complex canopies: air-sea-ice interaction.
A hands-on introduction to programming with Visual Basic for DOS, including a disk containing all the program code covered. This book takes a painless approach that first-time users will find reassuring--a quick-start, step-by-step tutorial on object-oriented programming; dozens of easy-to-follow sample programs; helpful icons
highlighting special tips and warnings; and a rich supply of screen images.
Apologetics and the Brilliance of the Gospel
Enhancing Attachment and Relationships
BRL, Ballistic Research Laboratory
The Accountability Experience Participant Workbook
Light and Lighting in People and Portrait Photography
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